
From Mike Grobbel collection

Busch school had one of these escape shoots. 

The fire call boxes came and went in the 1960s 

because of too many false alarms.

Tank Plant
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John McGuire
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Ialian Village
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Firefighting is dangerous even as a volunteer firefighter I almost died twice. In a house fire when there was a 

hole burnt the floor and a red-hot furnace below and another time on top of Joe’s bike shop in the dark next to 

burning Handy Hardware with red-hot beams and turpentine and paint cans exploding and they accidentally 

pointed the water stream on us and we had to hang onto the shingles to keep from falling into the exploding 

inferno.

Firefighters and police were often risk their lives for people who don’t even appreciate it. Sometimes 

firefighters and police get attacked while risking their lives for someone else.



Left Mike 

Grobbel and 

Alton Grobbel, 

Right David & 

Kathy 

Hanselman

1926 American 

LaFrance

1961 fire run to Sunburst Norm Smith by engine. Wesley Arnold photographer with brownie Hawkeye camera.

It is very important to have more than one good quality working smoke detectors in several places in your 

home.  Also have a good quality CO alarm.  Avoid natural Christmas trees as they dry out and easily burn 

and the fumes will kill you not the fire because they explode in flame so fast you do not have time to 

escape. Professor Wesley E Arnold’s Historical Educational Archive of Center Line-Warren Area History 

for 30,000 + pages of information. Now a community project available to teachers for free, as is this 

concise summary.  See http://dogoodforall.today or http://warrenhistory.us to see, save and print anything 

and the price is right FREE. 
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Above left. Chief Norman Smith, Andy Mowrey, R Hickson, Joe O'Lear, A Meduvsky, 

J Mainero, Art Anderson, H Gibson, A Kozlowski, Guy Swanson, W Desmone
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There was no fire dept for nearly all of the history of our area. 

Only since the forming of a village was there any fire protection 

and that was next to useless until water mains with fire hydrants 

were activated. If the oil lamps or candles used for lighting 

caught the house or barn on fire all one could do was get out 

and try to save a few valuables. Everything you had would be 

destroyed. There were no phones.  The Warren Volunteer Fire 

Dept was organized April 4, 1926. It secured a Model T chassis 

and equipped it for firefighting. Later a second Model T was 

equipped with chemicals. Later a Ford V8 truck was added with 

a 350 gallon tank 2500 feet of hose, ladders, hand 

extinguishers, axes & suction pump.  It was housed in an east 

addition to the township hall on Beebe Street. The Center Line 

Fire Dept began in Dec 1925 when the village approved the 

purchase of a 1926 Ford/ American LaFrance fire engine.  

These engines had chemical tanks.  Later pumps were added to 

pump water out of cisterns.  Telephone service which went to 

Detroit and then to a small Warren telephone exchange not 

staffed at night.  There was no dialing of numbers everything 

was done through operator on a party line system which may 

have 9 or more phones on one line. Often it took over an hour 

to get the call to the fire chief.  Many homes and barns burnt to 

the ground in minutes before and after fire departments were 

started. 

See archive for names
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Center Line Police Department
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Sometimes mutual aid helped

See my archive for names

Center Line City Hall Nativity Scene from 

Mike Grobbel

CONRAD J & GABRIEL

WELSING 

Chief NormanSmith

me

Me
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Here are a few pictures from my time as a volunteer fire fighter with the Center Line Fire Department 

and Center Line Goodfellow.  I remember being woken up in the early morning hours by the alarm 

sounds on the fire radio.  It had three loud tones.  I got so used to responding quickly that I was 

usually half out of bed by the third tone.  Then you had to listen or directions to the fire.  We had 

lights and sirens on our cars but only used them when needed.  Two fires stand out both of which I 

almost died in.  The first was a house fire with a lot of smoke.  We know that kids often hide in 

closets and under beds in a fire because they are frightened.  Part of our job is to get them out before 

the smoke kills them.  (Most people die from the smoke not the fire)  Anyway I was inside the smoke 

filled house when my face mask fogged up.  Now if you can't see anything you are blind.  So I went 

back outside cleared the mask and reentered.  I discovered that if I had taken one more step forward 

when my mask was fogged up that I would have fallen thru the burning floor onto the red hot oil 

furnace which was causing the house fire.  Another time we were on top of  Joe's Bike shop fighting 

the Big Handy Andy Hardware store fire.  It was 3 AM in the morning.  The sky was filled with 

smoke and it was dark.  The roof beams just a few feet from me were red hot and twisting   

Exploding paint and solvent cans were going off like bombs.  The hoses at the top of three big ladder 

trucks were spraying towards the fire when one of them changed angle somehow and started  

spraying us and pushing us into the inferno.  The operators couldn't see because of the smoke and 

darkness.  We had to drop our hoses and hang on to the shingles for dear life for a few minutes to not 

get swept into the flames and red-hot twisting steel beams. The purpose here is not that I am 

pretending to be some kind of a hero and it is the same reason I wear my Veterans cap.  I am not a 

hero but I had the honor of serving with some.  I was just doing my job as a volunteer.  My purpose is 

to say we should honor our firefighters and soldiers because they put their lives on the line.  All gave 

some and some gave all.

Do have a 2 working smoke detectors and a CO detector and don’t use natural Christmas trees 

as they dry out easily and become fire bombs you cannot escape from. The fumes will kill you.
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Apparatus Building was built in 1929. 

There was no fire department or police department for nearly all of 

the history of our area. Only since the forming of a village was there

any fire protection and that was next to useless until water mains with fire 

hydrants were activated. Until that time if the oil lamps or candles used for

lighting caught the house or barn on fire all one could do was get out and

try to save a few valuables. Everything you had would be destroyed. And

there was no insurance. There were no phones to call for help.  There was a

volunteer fire department in Warren of sorts since probably the 1850s. First

it was just farmers who would bring buckets and rush to a fire by horseback

when they saw smoke in the sky. The history of the Warren Volunteer Fire Department was 

not written down so is mostly lost. There may have been a portable pump which could pull 

water out of a well or pond and spray it on to a fire or compressed air tank with chemicals in 

the tank. The village hall was built in 1922 and a shed built next to it in 1925. The Official 

Warren Volunteer Fire Department was organized April 4, 1926.  It secured a Model T chassis 

and equipped it for firefighting.  Later a second Model T was equipped with chemicals.Later a 

Ford V8 truck was added with 350 gallon tank 2500 feet of hose, ladders, hand extinguishers, 

axes and suction pump.  I am still looking for early records.  In 1944 the Chief was George 

Shoop with Leo Roth, ND Eckstein, Floyd Rickabush, Peter Trombly, Ernie Steffens, Ray 

Lutz,  Merton Lyons, Harold Squier, John Taylor, Don Cockerline and Howard Lyons. It was 

housed in an east addition to the township hall on Beebe Street in 1946. Where it was before 

is unclear, but in 1992 the fire department moved out of the BeebeVillage hall.  In 1938 

Chrysler Corporation donated a truck chassis. This was taken to General Detroit Fire Truck 

Corporation at 2272 East Jefferson and fitted as a fire truck. It was delivered to Warren 

Township on February 25th, 1939 and stored at Charles Blazier's Service Station at 21708 Van 

Dyke. George Schimmel converted his old gas station at 22730 van Dyke into a fire station 

and leased it to Warren Township. On May 20th 1939 the fire truck was moved to this station 

and became fire station No 1.   In 1939 Warren's first fire station was built. Vern Lumex and 

William Van Hulle were hired as fireman. They still had volunteer firefighters. The Warren 

Fire Department went from all volunteer to two full time firefighters to a high of 184 in 1980. 

On May 20th 1939 William Vanhulle was named Fire Chief and Vern Lumex was appointed 

Firefighter. Tenmen were assigned as volunteer firefighters by Township Supervisor William 

Strich. Training began on May 12st. On June 15th 1939 the fire station was officially open to 

serve all of Warren Township.

Two Warren firefighters have lost their lives.  CHARLES COGSIGNEY DIED 

7/16/1944 Died in a barn fire.

HENRY K MORAN 1942-1973 involved in a car accident. He suffered closed head 

injuries and had to be confined to a nursing home.
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In 1938 Chrysler Corporation donated a fire truck. In 1939 a fire hall was built next to the 

old township hall at Van Dyke and 11 Mile roads. Fire Station No 2 at 13360 Nine Mile Rd 

and Fire Station No 3 at 23630 Ryan were put in operation on September 7th, 1949.  1951 

Van Dyke Fire Hall was built and two more fire halls were built. In 1955 the Nine Mile and 

Federal fire hall was built followed some time later by the fire hall on Twelve Mile Road by 

Common Road. The Ryan Station was built later. 

William B. Burr was appointed the City of Warren's First fire Commissioner February 5th, 

1957. 
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Below is young Ted Bates.  Eleanor Bates remembers he got $3.00 a call.  The Village of Warren 

Volunteer Fire Department at 5961 Beebe St was put into operation as Station No 4 and 16 

volunteer firefighters were given the position of regular paid firefighters On May 17th 1957. 

Station No 5 was dedicated On Oct 11th, 1958 in Honored memory of firefighter Charles 

Consigney of the Warren Township Fire Department who gave his life in the line of duty on July 

16th, 1944.  Station No 6 at 3090 Twelve Mile Rd was put in operation on February 1st, 1967. 

The new Fire Station No 3 on Ryan near Stevens replacing the earlier station at the same 

location, was put in operation on May 22nd, 1986. This was dedicated to the "First Chief William 

Van Hule who served from 1939-1963.  The new Station No 4. was put into operation in 1991 

and dedicated to Assistant Chief Henry Moran (1942-1973). The new Station No 2 and 

Administration building at 23295 schoenherr Rd were put into operation in 1991 and dedicated to 

Fire Chief Willian Vahhulle. Vern Lumex and William Van Hulle 1939 only two firemen.  

William Van Hulle was chief for a long time  H Reineli Commissioner and C Cockerline Chief in 

1967

Glenn E Thom was Fire Commissioner and Clifford Cockerline Chief 1972.  James Ritchie 

Commissioner, Donald Soldenski Admin Chief, Harold Church Senior Asst Chief 1975

Tom Johnson.    Bill Karpinski from Dec 26, 1985 - Dec 1, 1995.    Frank Sucaet Chief 1985 -

1986 and William Karpinski Fire commissioner .    Ray Shields from Feb 7, 1996 - Nov 23, 1998

Henry Gesing Dec 7, 1998- .  Curtis Behnke Sep 23, 2000. Robert Vought Jan 14, 2004-Sept 11, 

2008

Fire Commissioner Skip McAdams Oct 2008 - Present

Chiefs:  Fire Chief David Frederick, Deputy Chief John Gary Wilkinson, Special Operations 

Chief Ken Sytefanski, EMS Chief Mark Schimanski, Battalion Chiefs, Unit 1 Donald Tharrett, 

Unit 2 Ken Meyer,

Unit 3 John Lovins, Fire Marshall Daniel Simpson.

Oh forgot to mention Young Ted eventually became a mayor of Warren.
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See archive for more information
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Tom Turmel 

past owner,

Sandy, Ray 

Stilwell present 

owners

William Qualmann
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The first official land buyer was Charles Groesbeck in 1830 followed by Charles Rivard in 

1831.  Then Charles Rivard bought more land in 1833 and 1835.   Fabian Rivard bought land 

in 1833 followed by  Victoire Rivard in 1837.  That is as far back as one can go unless you 

were an Indian tribe member.  The Rivards were prominent in Center Line history as early 

settlers, farmers and operators of several businesses including a General Store, hardware 

store and Ford dealership. What you see here is just a little bit.  Credit to Mike Grobbel for 

everything here except Buechel store.  Credit Harold Stilwell for that..  He has much more 

on Rivards see his website at grobbel.org     Also more in Center Line archive.

Rivards from Mike Grobbel collection
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Pictures from Mike 

Grobbel collection. 

Visit grobbel.org for 

more
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This was a typical wood burning locomotive used in the 1800s before the supply lines for 

coal was set up.  Years later diesel oil fueled locomotives were found to be more efficient 

and less labor intensive.



The state road (now Sherwood) was 

dirt which became at times seas of 

mud or axel breaking holes. So 

businessmen in Detroit built a wood 

rail, rail road in the 1840s. Later the 

wood rails were covered with iron 

strips. The first cars were horse drawn. 

The Detroit to Bay City railroad 

opened for traffic in Oct 1872. The 

Warren Station was at 10 Mile road. 

The Spinnings Station was at 14 mile 

road. Oakwood Station was at 

Chicago Road. The Grand Trunk on 

the east from Detroit to Port Huron 

went thru Warren in 1859. Thomas 

Edison was a newsboy and candy 

seller on this line. Steam tractors had 

wide use from 1880-1918.
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Trains went to thousands of places. 

Relaxing ride, rest rooms, food served.



i

Called the Daylight 4449

American Freedom Train

Coal burner

Wood burner steam engine

Leviathan Wood burner

Diesel Locomotive

Sight Seeing 

Dome Car
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Much historic travel was done by what is still considered the best and most relaxing 

travel vehicle the train. It is still the best because a person can relax and enjoy the 

scenery, use the restroom anytime, walk around, visit the sight seeing dome car or 

snack car or dining car Or even go to sleep in his own bed in a private room. There 

are no long security lines to go thru to board the train and trips are seldom canceled 

due to weather. Just lay back and enjoy the scenery or read or watch a video.
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Train travel is the relaxing way to go.  Nice ever-changing scenery, Dining Cars, Lounge Cars, 

snacks, Dome Cars, Private Bedroom Lounge Cars with private rest rooms, Good company.
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For several years after the WWI things were hard to get. 

Building slowed down. This war was followed by a great 

depression from 1929-41 Some sources say the bankers 

actually caused the depression. The average family was 

hard hit by this. Families had trouble buying necessities 

such as food because of lack of income which was not 

their fault. Warren had 60% unemployment per Harold 

Stilwell. People were glad to get $5 a week. People sold 

apples on street corners. People had to do without. People 

did what they had to do to survive. Many were homeless. 

President Roosevelt instituted programs like Work Projects 

Administration WPA providing public jobs. Many people 

benefited from these. In 1930 Birdseye marketed frozen 

foods. Movie industry peaked 1930-45. The Liberty[75]

Theater opened in Center Line with a $8,000 organ. Some 

families raised chickens, turkeys and rabbits (chickens and 

rabbits eat most anything including insects, table scraps, 

weeds) Families had their own small crops of corn, beans. 

onions, berries, vegetables also fruit and nut trees. Most 

farms had windmills to pump water. Many people had 

their own wells. Water quality was good, but with[76]

increasing crowded conditions it was  safer to use water 

from the village water system. Local grown food is better 

and safer and costs less than imported food. Fish can be 

grown in small ponds.  People learned to be self sufficient. 

Wood stoves were labor intensive with free cooking, 

heating if there was source for free wood. It has been said 

that a more country environment was better for kids to 

grow up in rather than urban as hostile urban cement, 

smog, traffic, overcrowding and the increased artificiality 

of life away from nature and the reality of where food 

comes from, is not as friendly and nourishing as life in the 

country.

The ice man would come by every couple of days and 

the kids loved him as he would offer little pieces of ice to 

them. (Great in the summer). In Center Line our guy just 

had a wagon and a canvas tarp over the ice. In the country 

people had ice houses which was usually a slightly under 

ground hut insulated with sawdust.  In the winter people 

would go to lakes and cut ice to fill an ice hut. This was 

necessary as there were no refrigerators until the 1940s.  A 

lot of children and even adults died of summer complaint a 

condition causing diarrhea caused by spoiled milk. There 

was no trash pickup.  You burned or buried what you did 

not use. Below Cutting Ice, Tongs, Ice man.

1920s-1940s

Before electric lights the oil 

lantern was the portable light 

of choice as it was safer than 

most other lights. Our Victrola was a wind 

up record player using 

no electricity. It played 

loud enough to be well 

heard. Kids had extra 

fun adjusting the speed 

making voices higher or 

lower. [77]

Cutting ice on lake, ice tools, saws tongs, ice horse shoes. Ice box, Ice man.

Ice wagon
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Harold Stilwell was a 

printer and publisher

Published 

Warren Review



The USA was attacked thousands died. 

The Japanese killed and tortured  POWs 

and innocent civilians needlessly. The 

Japanese forced over 200,000 into cruel 

slavery.  There were shortages in the US. 

Peacetime production shifted to war 

production. We went from producing cars 

to tanks. After the war riding stables were 

popular but because of the rise of attorneys 

pushing lawsuits, riding stables were put 

out of business by the high cost of 

insurance. We suffer today by the high cost 

of attorneys especially in our auto 

insurance, and unnecessary legation.

community band

Quonset huts
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World War II 1937-1946. 404,997 Americans were killed, 

15,000 from Michigan (John Kern 57) The Detroit Arsenal in 

Warren built 36,000 tanks. Hydromatic built ship guns. There 

was great need for workers at these plants and a big shortage of 

housing, and schools. The Germans and Japanese abused & 

killed innocent people and our POWs. They would starve[82]

prisoners to death while making them work.  They would cut 

people open in the abdomen and leave them for days to die a 

slow death.  They used innocent civilians for bayonet practice. 

There is no excuse for humans to treat others with cruelty. We 

must have a code of human conduct. Humans must be Humane 

and cause no harm by their actions or inaction.

Warren became urbanized by the tremendous population 

growth and industry.  We built schools, roads water mains and 

drains and a sewage treatment plant. There were so many 

people brought in and moving here that there was no place for 

them to be housed.  The government took over land, created 

jobs, put in temporary housing and built schools then paid the 

people to work in the tank plant.  Many males went to war & 

many women went to work in the factories. They did outstand 

work.  Prisoners of war were seriously over-abused and[83]

300,000 civilians were murdered by the Japanese.  Read about 

the 200,000 Rapes in Nanking by the Japanese..

Victory school built of block with tile walls near the 

beautiful Ellis school.  Kramer school was added to the 

redwood Kramer homes housing project.  Later residents 

bought out the government homes and formed Kramer Homes 

Cooperative. [84]

The GM Tech Center began in the late 1940s Many 

industries were started.  Television broadcasting began March 

4, 1947 by WWDT TV to the 2500 TV sets in Detroit area.[85]

Almost every family worked and easily bought a car.  With TV 

social and community alienation began. The number of bars 

surpassed the number of churches. Crime was low because 

most everyone worked, pulled their own weight and were 

raised to be responsible for their actions and they were. In 1950 

Warren became a charter township. Population was about 

43,000. It became a City on Jan 1, 1957.  Garbage collection 

started in 1953.  Gerald Neil stated about Warren “During the 

early 1950’s it became known as the largest, most heavily[86]

populated, and wealthiest township in the United States.” The 

farmer’s fields were almost all gone. Horses gone. Livestock 

was banned. But the automotive industry and related sub 

industries like Tool and Die shops sprung up all over. [87]

We were 

attacked 

thousands 

died. 

Many 

suffered.

Blimps called rubber cows protected the 

locks in Sault Ste Marie with chains.
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Scouting Teaches
Good Morals, Leadership

Success, Survival 

something that is missing

in many families today.

And there are many

scholarships

for Eagle Scouts.

We need civic groups and churches to 

sponsor scout troops in your area so 

boys and girls get this wonderful 

opportunity to learn and grow.

Scouts are trained to save lives.

Use map and compass,  build fire

Get water from a bag and pop bottle

learn to cook and survive outdoors
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The New York Times accurately proclaimed that Detroit was the “Rum

Capital of the Nation” and that liquor trafficking was Michigan's second

leading industry. (Lawrence E. Ziewacz 228) Warren and Center Line

often had more bars than churches.

We need our police officers. Having been one I can tell you it is not easy

or for cowards. We owe them our gratitude and respect as they put their

lives on the line daily. When you call that can be for you
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Warren’s Oldest Indian and Pioneer Cemetery was used for fill dirt.
In the 1800s there were no grave stone makers in Warren There were no funeral homes. The body was laid out at 

the family home for friends to see. Sometimes a coffin was constructed but that depended if there were planks 

available and someone who had a saw and was skilled enough to make one. Many were buried without a casket or 

marker on the farm as there were few cemeteries around. Families often did not have money to pay for a cemetery 

lot. Often several family members died within a short time due to diseases we now have cures for such as scarlet 

fever, cholera, diphtheria, typhoid fever, small pox, etc. Both the 1854 St Clement and 1845 Warren Union 

cemeteries appear to be preceded by the Bidell-GreenWeier Indian Cemetery but no one knows and it is not 

important. This was located west of Bunert and North of Martin. Here is a foto. During construction of Briarwood 

School a skull and other human bones were discovered. (Per Tri City Progress 4 14-1967) In May of 1969 children 

playing in the school playground discovered more human remains. Imagine the look of shock on the teachers face 

when they brought the remains into the classroom. One contractor dug a load of dirt for fill dirt and dropped it off 

on someone’s property. The homeowner receiving the fill dirt saw human remains and called the police who 

contacted the contractor. Imagine asking for fill dirt and getting human remains dropped off in your driveway. The 

funeral director William Duross told historian Wesley Arnold that Theuts, Greens, Hessels, and Schoenhers were 

probably buried there. So it was for sure a pioneer cemetery.  He removed around 40 remains which were placed in 

three cement vaults and buried in the Mt Clemens Clinton Grove Cemetery.

Mt Olivet (opened in 1888) down Van Dyke, Mt. Elliott opened in 1841 but to farmers in Warren village that was a 

long trek with wagons especially if the weather was bad or in the Winter. The St Clement Cemetery is located on 

Engleman east of Van Dyke. The first known recorded burial was in 1854. Staff members of many cemeteries have 

stated and records show 451 child and 299 adult burials before 1898 of which only 28 markers now show a child 

burial. That gives a ratio of 1.5 child burials for each adult. There were 17 scattered years when there were about 

twice the children buried than adults. 5 years had about three times the child burials. One year had 12 times and 

one year 4 times. This is from their records and is verifiable. The biggest problem was that records were not kept.
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Warren Township had four cemeteries Warren Union, St Clement 

and Bidel-Green-Bunert-Indian near Bunert and Martin. Bidel

ended up in a school yard with children digging up remains and 

human remains being dumped as fill dirt.  Wesley Arnold has 

written 16 books about above three cemeteries. Detroit Memorial 

Cemetery with mostly Detroit residents came later. The old 

cemeteries have some interesting epitaphs: Behold and see as you 

pass by, As you are now so once was I, As I am now you soon 

will be, Prepare thyself to follow me.  Use time wisely waste it 

not, As soon this to Will be your lot.  This could be at Brookside 

Cemetery.  I have indexed 7 cemeteries.

Morehead Charles Adair 1865 age 24 inscription unreadable 

now, but it may have said  Do good while there is still time before 

it is too late.

Denison David A W 8m GONE SO SOON

Hope is the guiding star, that lights the path of all. 

Be thankful for what you got “Life” 

Died from creating a text message while driving.

Tomorrow is the most important thing in life It puts itself in 

our hands and hopes we've learned something from yesterday.

See the archive for more.

There were no Police officers for most of the history of this area.  

It was rule by brute force.  In 1818 when Macomb County was 

formed an office of sheriff was created.  He had under him deputes, 

justices of the peace and locally elected constables who assisted 

the Sheriff. In the early 1920s the Sheriff established a Warren 

branch office with one and sometimes two regular officers and a 

few special deputies. In April 1927 the Town board appointed Ray 

Bush as Township Officer to work with the Sheriff's deputies. In 

1937 Max Bookout and George Collins were appointed as our first 

Policemen at $175 per month. Collins was appointed as Warren's 

first Police Chief.  At first they did not even have an office or 

station.  A shed was used as a jail.  Detroit Edison began putting in 

electricity in the early 1900s.  By 1922 there was a Radio in most 

homes and 7 Michigan stations.  Telephone service began around 

1920 but was not in all areas. Sewers were put in. Natural gas 

service arrived in the late 1920’s. In 1928 water service from 

Detroit was started in Warren. Most of the growth area was in 

southern Warren south of Eleven Mile road. Center Line wanting 

a fire department, water and sewers voted to become a village 

in 1925 and a city in 1936. The area went from rural to urban with 

a huge growth in population.

Historic marker dedication and honor guard St Clement Cemetery entrance view
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Actual words that were on the granite stone as it was stolen 

from his grave before I could get a picture of it. He was 

known at time of death but the name is lost but could have 

been preserved if the historical societies had been more 

diligent in preserving history. Warren Union Cemetery is one 

of many older cemeteries which have many unmarked 

graves. Many of the old stones have crumbled. There are 

actually hundreds of stillborn, and other children buried here. 

Child & infant mortality rates were high. Before 1917 there 

were many more child burials than adult burials. Our sister 

cemetery shows almost 2 child burials per adult burial. Only 

a small percentage of pre-WWII child deaths were even 

recorded. Pioneers were farmers and did not have money to 

buy markers and there were no local stone cutters. This 

cemetery was mostly filed up before WWII. At least 10

memorials have been stolen by grave robbers including: the 

beautiful Unknown Soldier Memorial, and also the only

memorial which named Warren area soldiers buried here, a 

Children’s and Pioneer memorial and even an epitaph stone 

ripped off of a grave. We veterans feel our soldiers have 

been disrespected. The grave robbers have stolen the only

stone with our soldier’s names, legacy and history needed to 

educate our young people (who are no longer taught our 

history in school) and the grave robbers dishonored hundreds 

of children who died painful deaths when they stole the 

Children’s Memorial. Soldiers fought and died.(some were 

only19) Don’t they at least deserve to have their name on a 

stone in their hometown. That was the only stone that had 

their names on it for future generations to see. We veterans 

feel it is wrong to steal gravestones they don’t own from a 

grave they don’t own from a cemetery they don’t own.  We 

veterans feel it is wrong to steal the legacy of our boys who 

gave their lives for us. (See Macomb Daily July 15, 2011, 

WWJ News, police reports, which indicated vigilantes were 

behind the grave robbings not the Historical Society, Village 

or Historic Commissions) None of those groups stood up to 

the vigilantes. Only one old Veteran had the courage to stand 

up against these grave robbers in public meetings and in his 

books, and that was Professor Wesley E. Arnold.

We veterans want them to return 

those stones because we should honor 

our soldiers who gave their lives for 

us.
Historian Professor Wesley Arnold spent years 

doing research research on Warren Union 

Cemetery, St Clement Cemetery and others writing 

books on them all available to you for free.

He created a Free Comprehensive Educational 

Historic Archive which now has estimated 30,000 

pictures and 30,000 pages and is growing and 

already has been accepted with high praises in 

several University libraries, local libraries and State 

Archives, by Library of Congress. All published 

and given out for free. See 

http://dogoodforall.today

Below is St Clement Cemetery
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The Unknown Soldier of Warren Union Cemetery
Back in 1938 The Detroit Society for Genealogical Research did a detailed walk

thru of Warren Union Cemetery. They noted that a flag indicating a soldier's 

grave was located in strip 20 and in the fifth plot. This is now located to the North 

of the Davy plot and to the West of the Heartsig plot of strip 21. As a historian I 

had been told that there was an unknown soldier at Warren Union Cemetery.

The soldier buried there was not an unknown soldier at the time of burial. He

certainly is now because no one alive knows. In fact even the record of the entire

family was destroyed in a flood that wiped out the records held in the church

basement. Because the family was too poor no stone with a name was made.

Two disrespectful vigilante grave robbers ripped that stone off of the grave along 

with another from another place which was the only stone which listed our 

warren boys who died.

We should honor our soldiers because: First we soldiers had the guts to stand up

and defend our freedoms for ourselves and our children and you. If we had not

come forth and risked our lives you would be speaking German now and not

enjoying the freedom we now have. Have those gutless cowards who don't think

soldiers should be honored ever saw one of their friends killed by an enemy, or 

had to pick up his body parts and put them into a body bag, or accompany his 

casket home and be there with his family, or been shot at, or suffered the pain, 

suffering and horror and hell of war? Then how lucky you are and it is because of 

us soldiers who fought for you.

I was at a parade when the American Flag went by and everyone remained seated

except for a crippled veteran in a wheel chair and myself an old veteran. We both

stood and saluted our flag of freedom.

We want the Warren Historical Society to replace those two stones because it is

the right thing to do to honor our boys who were killed defending our freedom.  

And we call them boys because many were still in their teens.

This is a simulation of the stone 

as the real one was ripped off  

of the grave by disrespectful 

vigilante grave robbers before I 

got a chance to photograph it.
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There is an outstanding volunteer who has labored here since about 1997. He is Tom Turmel. He took 

weed covered grounds with very few trees and planted grass, added colorful trees, shrubs and flowers. 

The beauty you see is his work. Many pioneer, pauper, baby and child graves were never marked with an 

engraved stone. Older cemeteries in Michigan have many unmarked graves often more than surviving 

stones indicate. Even today stillborn and day old baby graves are seldom marked. The child and infant 

mortality rate was high. Before 1917 there were many more child burials than adult burials. Our sister 

cemetery shows almost 2 child burials per adult burial. Only a small percentage of child deaths were even 

recorded back then. Also our pioneers did not have money to buy markers and there were no monument 

makers nearby. Most of the adult pioneer graves are unmarked. The older part of Warren Union Cemetery 

was considered full before WWII. Families had and buy plots elsewhere. At least eight memorials have 

been stolen by grave robbers. See Macomb Daily July 15. 2011 Including: the only memorial which 

named Warren area soldiers buried here; and the beautiful Unknown Soldier memorial; and the memorial 

honoring all veterans and victims killed in attacks on our country; and The Children's and Pioneer 

Memorial honoring the many who have no marker: and an epitaph stone ripped off of a grave; and also 

one telling what our flag stood for. We veterans feel our soldiers and victims of attacks have been 

disrespected. The two grave robbers have stolen our soldiers and country's history needed to educate our 

young people who are no longer taught our history in school and dishonored hundreds of children who 

died painful deaths. 
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Many historic buildings are shown previous pages. Here are a few of the oldest homes..
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Hoard House was Elliot 

Funeral home

Gillett House

Dr. Flynn House

Theisen House

Joiner House Theisen Homestead

I need help on these.

I requested help on these from Warren Historical Society a year ago still no help from them.

Village View Peck Farm



Some of what first pioneers saw is visible around Bear Creek today.  The best use of this wilderness 

is to make it into our nature center for our children as it is already useless unsellable “wetland” and 

it has Warren’s biggest most historic mansion which would be the perfect nature center building.  

See archive for many more pictures
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Welcome to the most magnificent Nature Center in the 

World here in Warren Michigan
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Young's Garden Mart & Christmas Fantasy

27825 Ryan Rd. The Young family began 

farming in Warren in 1923.  They grew crops and 

trucked them out to farmers markets.  They were 

ahead of their time when they built a greenhouse 

in 1924. This enabled them to offer more plants 

earlier and later.  They built a retail store here in 

1957.  There was a man in Warren who was 

raising the ire of neighbors due to his desire to 

make big Christmas decorations causing much 

traffic in his neighbor-hood. Youngs solved that 

problem and benefited from the increased traffic 

at their business on Ryan in 1985.  They[108]

expanded the Christmas decorations  adding a 

Santa Castle making their store into a Christmas 

Fantasy land complete with Santa hearing 

children's requests. Over the years it became 

quite an attraction. Young's Santa Castle was 

displayed 1985c2007.at Young's Garden Mart 

and Christmas Fantasy on Ryan N of 11 Mile.  

The work of installing the heavy plywood castle 

parts was quite a burden and with the recession 

was not worth the time and effort so it was 

discontinued. With 3 ½ acres under glass Young's 

offers year-round  plant bargains and a wonderful 

place to visit especially for children. They have 

hundreds of plants in season, garden supplies, 

hardware, lawnmowers, snow blowers and during 

the Christmas season they had a huge selection of 

everything Christmas.  Then they had a fire 

which put them back quite a bit, but the 

competition with the big box stores did them in. 

Now Kutchy’s produce has moved in. [109]
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We saw the USA in 

our van bought on a 

clerk’s pay.



Historic Places                   Ellis was built 1925 most historic and classical building in Center Line

Ellis

Kaltz House

Center Line Baptist

Our old Post Office

Our new Nautical Museum

See the deer
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Hometown Heroes Coffee and More our best ever 

Pub and Internet Café where Dad’s Place was.

A & P first Super Market

Gietzen House

Theisen 
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Children were taught to be responsible for their actions and 

adults were held to that expectation. Everyone pulled his own 

weight. It was workfare instead of welfare. Which we need  

today. Fathers supported their wife and children. People were 

aware of what was going on in their community, & helped 

neighbors if they needed help. The men were ready and 

willing to defend their country and did so. The community 

worked hard to create a better life for all. Ample for all was in 

fact created over time to a point in the 1950s when Warren 

was considered the richest community in the USA. 

GETTING KNOWLEDGE

There are thousands of free classes online, including college and vocational classes. Do a Google search. Also you can take 

free or low-cost classes to get knowledge then take a test for credit online or at a local college.  Biggest Libraries: The 

Internet Archive https://archive.org/index.php has available to you: 330 billion web pages, 20 million books, 4.5 million 

audio recordings (including 180,000 live concerts), 4 million videos (including 1.6 million Television News programs), 3 

million images. Project Gutenberg offers over 58,000 free eBooks, International Children’s Library high quality free 

books,  Do a Google search for book name. There are also book reviews. Library of Congress has much online. But for fast 

Knowledge first consult Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 50 million articles, up to date accurate. Also consult 

YouTube. Also see your local research librarian. Beware Internet information may be censored.  I have listed over 5,000 

scholarships on my website and additional information to help students and job seekers.  See  http://dogoodforall.today

See appendix and archive or additional information.
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Knowledge is power. 

Education pays

Started 1954. South Campus 

in Warren 1965

[93]

[94]

[95]

1917 wall magneto 

telephone with batteries

https://archive.org/index.php
http://dogoodforall.today/


Diplomat David Hanselman, wife 

Kathy, Alton Grobbel

Universal Mall

Bird cage

New and Old Warren City Halls

10 Mile and Van Dyke

9-11

Hi-Lo Clipper Yearbook Library

And photographer

Warren City Hall

GMTC

Corn field

scouting

Above right This was the 2nd attack on WTC . 1st was in 1993 killed 6 injured 1000. 
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